Internship - Condition Monitoring Systems

Location: Rayong, Thailand
Organization: Customer Service
Mode of employment: Full time only
No. of vacancy: 1
Duration: 6 months

What are my responsibilities?

Several tasks are possible. Tasks are listed by priority and will be handled in form of a small project. Expectation is that the intern is able to work on his own. Target clarification will be done, and support will be provided by the organization.

However, the intern must be able to organize and coordinate his work on his own:

- Implementation and trial runs for the condition monitoring system SIPLUS SM1281 in the motor repair workshop procedure (implement, do test runs, get familiar with system, knowledge transfer to workshop team, creation of test reports)
- Implementation of connections between different Industrial IoT devices with the Siemens open IoT platform MindSphere
- Improve business processes within the motor repair workshop

Expectation:

- Working independently and proactively & dedication
- Fluent in English writing and oral
- Structured working behavior
- All topics require good MS office skills
- Condition monitoring background in electrical drive systems appreciated certain skills to code with new software (e.g. programming and automation affinity, ...)